DRASS CASE STUDY

harmon.ie helps DRASS manage emails and
documents in SharePoint and Microsoft Teams

DRASS Group is a recognized global leader in defense, commercial diving, and hyperbaric solutions. With
a remarkable catalogue of patents and innovation since the 1920s, DRASS has recently come to the fore
as an important manufacturer of hyperbaric solutions that are key in treating life-threatening COVID-19.
As a global company, keeping employees around the world on the same page is a challenge – particularly
when it comes to sharing business documents and emails in a way that makes them easily accessible
across the organization.

The DRASS partnership with harmon.ie began in 2018; the collaboration has enabled DRASS to derive
maximum value from their SharePoint investment by making important emails and documents accessible
to workers worldwide. And now, as DRASS deploys Microsoft Teams in the midst of the COVID-19 crisis,
harmon.ie will enable employees, including those working from home, to capture, classify, and ﬁnd
important emails and documents in Microsoft Teams conversations. The result? Knowledge workers can
focus on business rather than looking for the most up to date content.

Disconnected systems

The challenge

Like many global companies, communications and email
management at DRASS comprise a vital part of day to day
operations. To facilitate eﬀective global communications,
DRASS is increasingly leveraging SharePoint and Microsoft
Teams for communications and document sharing. And
with the advent of the COVID-19 situation, remote working
has increased and DRASS is adopting Teams for chat,
meetings, and document storing.
DRASS relies on Outlook email as a primary method of
communication, especially with external parties such as
customers, suppliers, and partners.
The result is that Outlook and SharePoint represent two
communications siloes and working with them both has
presented DRASS with challenges to maintain a single,
coherent repository of important emails and documents
that can be accessed by authorized personnel.

To encourage a streamlined workﬂow, DRASS workers are
limited to 10GB of Outlook email storage during 2020, which
will be decreased to 2 GB in 2021. Therefore, workers are
encouraged to store important emails and attachments in a
centralized SharePoint location, so content is available to
them over time, as well as to remote colleagues. Keeping
documents in a secure, central location is critical because
remote colleagues need to collaborate on business emails
and documents; everyone needs to be on the same page,
working on the latest version of a contract, proposal, or
project plan. DRASS turned to SharePoint to solve the
storage and access problem. But workers found capturing
emails and documents in SharePoint complicated. Furthermore, since DRASS maintains many site collections for each
department, ﬁguring out where to store emails and
documents on SharePoint was a chore.
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The solution - seamless document and email management
Based on the recommendation of a local partner, DRASS turned to harmon.ie to make it easy for business and IT
workers to drag and drop emails and documents directly from Outlook to the appropriate SharePoint locations,
and to specify required metadata during the process.
“Adoption was smooth. We didn’t do any training, we simply post training videos on our Streams site in Teams
and our workers self-educate,” said Cesare D’Amico, IT Manager at DRASS Group.
With harmon.ie, correspondences and business documents of all kinds can be seamlessly preserved in the
appropriate SharePoint folder. harmon.ie sits inside Outlook, meaning users simply drag and drop emails from
Outlook into the appropriate SharePoint folder in the harmon.ie sidebar. Soon, workers will enjoy the same
workﬂow to add emails and documents to Teams’ channels and conversations.
“Metadata is critical for ﬁnding stuﬀ quickly”, says D’Amico, and it is used extensively. harmon.ie prompts users to
add the appropriate metadata when saving email and document attachments. The result is that once emails and
attachments are captured, other users can ﬁnd them easily.
The bottom line is that harmon.ie makes it easy for DRASS to keep important emails and documents in the right
place. It allows everybody in the organization to be on the same page, maintaining a single version of the truth
across the entire workplace environment.

The next stage - Teams
Since rolling out harmon.ie, DRASS has seen a signiﬁcant rise
in the number of documents and emails that are shared into
SharePoint. The next natural stage is enabling the harmon.ie
integration with Microsoft Teams. Teams is now being rolled
out at DRASS, for chat, meetings, and for content sharing.
As with SharePoint, harmon.ie sidebar empowers users to
drag-and-drop documents and emails into the Files location
of Teams channels directly from Outlook, then post
documents and emails to conversations, and continue the
discussion in Teams.

About DRASS
DRASS is the leading supplier of diving systems worldwide,

having designed and manufactured the majority of certiﬁed diving systems built since 1967. Commercial diving
solutions cover saturation diving systems and equipment, hydraulic LARS (launch & recovery systems), surface diving
systems, personal diver equipment and diving components.
A ﬁerce proponent of hyperbaric therapy since the 1950s, DRASS solutions continue to include cutting-edge
hyperbaric chambers for oxygen therapy (like that used in COVID-19 treatments), hyperbaric chambers for tunnel
boring machines, environmental control systems for conﬁned/controlled areas, hyperbaric wet and dry simulators
for commercial and defense sectors.

About harmon.ie

harmon.ie makes it easy for knowledge workers to capture

and classify emails and documents to SharePoint and Teams directly from Outlook, the
place they already spend their work time. By making it easy to do the right thing,
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harmon.ie increases Microsoft Teams and SharePoint adoption, workplace productivity,
as well as information governance and compliance. That is why thousands of enterprise
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customers count on harmon.ie's SharePoint and Oﬃce 365-based user experience
products for email and records management, collaboration, knowledge retention, and
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Microsoft 365 adoption. harmon.ie has won numerous Microsoft Best App awards and is
a long time Microsoft Gold Partner.
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